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Just the good ol' boys, never meanin' no harm. Beats all you've ever saw, been 
in trouble with the law since the day they was 

born. Straight'nin' the curve, flat'nin' the hills. Someday the mountain might 
get 'em, but the law never will. Makin' their 

way, the only way they know how, that's just a little bit more than the law will
allow. Just good ol' boys, wouldn't change 

if they could, fightin' the system like a true modern day Robin Hood.

Knight Rider, a shadowy flight into the dangerous world of a man who does not 
exist. Michael Knight, a young loner on a 

crusade to champion the cause of the innocent, the helpless in a world of 
criminals who operate above the law.

Ulysses, Ulysses - Soaring through all the galaxies. In search of Earth, flying 
in to the night. Ulysses, Ulysses - Fighting 

evil and tyranny, with all his power, and with all of his might. Ulysses - 
no-one else can do the things you do. Ulysses - 

like a bolt of thunder from the blue. Ulysses - always fighting all the evil 
forces bringing peace and justice to all.

One for all and all for one, Muskehounds are always ready. One for all and all 
for one, helping everybody. One for all and 

all for one, it's a pretty story. Sharing everything with fun, that's the way to
be. One for all and all for one, Muskehounds 

are always ready. One for all and all for one, helping everybody. One for all 
and all for one, can sound pretty corny. If 

you've got a problem chum, think how it could be.

Thunder, thunder, thundercats, Ho! Thundercats are on the move, Thundercats are 
loose. Feel the magic, hear the roar, 

Thundercats are loose. Thunder, thunder, thunder, Thundercats! Thunder, thunder,
thunder, Thundercats! Thunder, thunder, 

thunder, Thundercats! Thunder, thunder, thunder, Thundercats! Thundercats!
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